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ABSTRACT Compstatin is a 13-residue cyclic
peptide that has the potential to become a therapeu-
tic agent against unregulated complement activa-
tion. In our effort to understand the structural and
dynamic characteristics of compstatin that form the
basis for rational and combinatorial optimization of
structure and activity, we performed 1-ns molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations. We used as input in the
MD simulations the ensemble of 21 lowest energy
NMR structures, the average minimized structure,
and a global optimization structure. At the end of
the MD simulations we identified five conforma-
tions, with populations ranging between 9% and
44%. These conformations are as follows: 1) coil with
�R-�R �-turn, as was the conformation of the initial
ensemble of NMR structures; 2) �-hairpin with �-�R

�-turn; 3) �-hairpin with �R-�R �-turn; 4) �-hairpin
with �R-� �-turn; and 5) �-helical. Conformational
switch was possible with small amplitude backbone
motions of the order of 0.1–0.4 Å and free energy
barrier crossing of 2–11 kcal/mol. All of the 21 MD
structures corresponding to the NMR ensemble pos-
sessed a �-turn, with 14 structures retaining the
�R-�R �-turn type, but the average minimized struc-
ture and the global optimization structures were
converted to �-helical conformations. Overall, the
MD simulations have aided to gain insight into the
conformational space sampled by compstatin and
have provided a measure of conformational intercon-
version. The calculated conformers will be useful as
structural and possibly dynamic templates for opti-
mization in the design of compstatin using structure-
activity relations (SAR) or dynamics-activity rela-
tions (DAR). Proteins 2003;53:130–141.
© 2003 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

Compstatin is a complement inhibitor peptide that
binds specifically to human and primate complement
component C3 and inhibits the cleavage of C3 to C3a and
C3b, thus disrupting the cascade of complement activa-
tion.1,3 Unregulated complement activation is involved in
a number of autoimmune diseases, trauma, transplanta-
tion, myocardial and cerebral ischemia reperfusion injury,

and in bioincompatibility situations with biomaterial dur-
ing cardiopulmonary bypass surgery.4,5 Compstatin has
been tested and shown to be effective in a number of
studies using in vitro, in vivo, ex vivo, and in vivo/ex vivo
interface models1,3,6–9 with low toxicity.3,6 This C3 inhibi-
tor was first identified as a 27-residue peptide, by screen-
ing a phage-displayed random peptide library against C3.1

It was shown that the 13-residue cyclic N-terminal seg-
ment of the peptide was sufficient and the shortest seg-
ment for inhibitory activity.1,2 This peptide, named comp-
statin, has the sequence Ile1-[Cys2-Val3-Val4-Gln5-Asp6-
Trp7-Gly8-His9-His10-Arg11-Cys12]-Thr13-NH2, where
the residues in brackets denote a cyclic ring formed by a
disulfide bridge between Cys2 and Cys12.1,10 Further
studies showed that addition of an acetyl blocking group at
the N-terminus resulted to approximately a threefold
increase in inhibitory activity.2,3

The three-dimensional structure of compstatin in solu-
tion was determined by using NMR spectroscopy and
computational methodologies based on hybrid distance
geometry-simulated annealing10 and global optimiza-
tion.11 The molecular surface of compstatin consists of a
predominantly polar part and a predominantly hydropho-
bic part. The polar part contains an �R-�R (type I) �-turn
comprising residues Gln5-Asp6-Trp7-Gly8, and the hydro-
phobic part contains the disulfide bridge.10,12 Structure-
activity relations (SAR) using an Ala scan and residue
substitutions, which introduced perturbations in the struc-
tural stability of compstatin, showed the following: 1) the
four residues of the �-turn, the disulfide bridge, and Val3
of the hydrophobic surface are essential for inhibitory
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activity; 2) the �-turn is a necessary but not a sufficient
condition for activity; 3) the linear sequence of compstatin
has propensity for turn formation; 4) Val3 is necessary for
activity and its substitution to Ala results in stronger
(higher population) turn; (5) the �-turn residues
Gln5(Asn5)-Asp6-Trp7(Phe7)-Gly8 are specific for turn
formation but only Gln5(Asn5)-Asp6-Trp7-Gly8 are spe-
cific for activity; this finding suggests that Trp7 may be
directly participating to binding.10,12

The above studies revealed a sequence template with
highest activity as Ac-Xaa-[Cys2-Val3-Xaa-Gln5-Asp6-
Trp7-Gly8-Xaa-Xaa-Xaa-Cys12]-Xaa-NH2, where Xaa de-
notes residues that can be amenable to further optimiza-
tion. Additional studies aimed to optimize the activity of
compstatin by optimizing its sequence at positions Xaa,
using the following: 1) rational design, 2) experimental
combinatorial design of a phage-displayed random peptide
library, and 3) computational combinatorial design. Ratio-
nal design yielded an acetylated analog with a His9Ala
substitution, called Ac-H9A, which was 1.6-fold more
active than acetylated compstatin, Ac-compstatin.12 In the
phage-displayed random peptide library, only residues
Xaa were allowed to combinatorially vary. Screening of
this library against C3 also yielded an analog with triple
replacement Ile1Leu/His9Trp/Thr13Gly, called Ac-I1L/
H9W/T13G, which was 1.6-fold more active than Ac-
compstatin (Soulika AM, Morikis D, Sarrias M-R, Roy M,
Spruce LA, Sahu A, Lambris JD. Studies of structure-
activity relations of complement inhibitor compstatin.
Journal of Immunology 2003: In Press). The computa-
tional combinatorial design, based on global optimization
against the structural template of compstatin, yielded an
analog with double replacement Val4Tyr/His9Ala, called
Ac-V4Y/H9A, which was sevenfold more active than Ac-
compstatin (Klepeis JL, Floudas CA, Morikis D, Tsokos
CG, Argyropoulos E, Spruce L, Lambris JD. Integrated
computational and experimental approach for lead optimi-
zation and design of compstatin variants with improved
activity. Journal of the American Chemical Society 2003:
In Press).

It is obvious that the activity optimization studies
depend on the available structural template of compstatin.
It is also well known that small peptides in solution form
ensembles of interconverting conformers. The NMR struc-
ture of compstatin is consistent with the presence of a
major conformer with the main characteristic of the forma-
tion of the �R-�R �-turn opposite to the disulfide bridge.10

To identify conversion to additional conformers, we per-
formed molecular dynamics (MD) simulations with start-
ing structures each of the 21 from the ensemble of struc-
tures, the averaged minimized structure, and the global
optimization structure of compstatin, using a continuum
solvent model and a more complete energy function than
the one typically used for NMR structure determination.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

We have performed MD simulations for a family of
NMR-derived structures of compstatin. The family in-
cludes the ensemble of structures (ES) that consists of 21

lowest energy structures (PDB Code 1a1p10), the average
minimized structure (AMS10), and the global optimization
structure (GOS11). The output structures were named
accordingly MD1-21, MDAMS, and MDGOS. The simula-
tion was done with the CHARMM program version c28a4,13

using the topology and parameter files toph19 and
paramh19, respectively. A charged N-terminus was used
with the normal patch NTER (NH3

�). To account for the
experimental C-terminal blocking group NH2, the C-
terminal residue Thr was changed to Thr–NH2. The
topology and parameters for the new amidated C-terminus
were adopted from the CHARM22 all-hydrogen protein
topology top_all22_prot.inp and parameters par_
all22_prot.inp, respectively.

Our empirical energy function had the form E � Eint �
Enb � Esolv, where Eint refers to the internal energy terms
(Ebond, Eangle, Etorsion, Eimproper), Enb includes all non-
bonded interaction terms (EvdW, Eelec, Ehb), and Esolv is the
solvation energy. Standard CHARMM energy terms were
used. Ebond and Eangle were modeled as harmonic poten-
tials. The four-atom torsion energy term Etorsion was
defined by a periodic potential characterized by different
energy constants and different periodicity for a given set of
four atoms. A quadratic distortion potential was used for
Eimproper. For EvdW, a 6–12 Lennard-Jones potential was
used with a switching function. Eelec was modeled as
pairwise Coulomb’s potential with a similar kind of switch-
ing or shifting functions to account for the cutoffs used in
nonbonded interactions. Ehb was again a vdW-type poten-
tial with more complex terms in it and exponents are
different. Part of the solvation energy is correlated with
solvent-accessible surface area of atoms. The electrostatic
polarization energy contribution of the solvation energy is
the sum of Coulomb’s term in a dielectric medium and the
Born term. These together constitute the generalized Born
(GB) solvation energy term.14 In our MD simulation, we
included electrostatic effects through Coulomb’s terms
using a constant dielectric of 1. The solvent effect was
incorporated in CHARMM15 through the generalized Born
(GB) implicit solvation model. No spherical truncation was
applied for the nonbonded interactions. Typical NMR
structure determinations using hybrid distance geometry-
simulated annealing protocols do not include electrostatic,
explicit hydrogen bond, and solvation energy terms, and
the van der Waals is a repel energy term, as was the case
for compstatin.10 The integration time step was 2 fs with
bonds to hydrogen atoms constrained to a fixed value by
SHAKE.16 All simulations were performed at 300 K.
Before the initiation of the actual dynamics run, a 300-
steps adopted-basis Newton-Raphson (ABNR) minimiza-
tion was performed for all structures to relax the van der
Waals contacts if any. A disulfide patch between CYS2 and
CYS12 was used to keep the disulfide bond intact, which
otherwise is very unstable and gets severed almost at the
beginning of dynamics.

Initial 200-ps MD simulations with a timestep of 2 fs
were performed to test the behavior of the system. Then,
separate 1-ns MD simulations were performed by using
the same setup as the 200-ps simulations. These entailed
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23 MD runs corresponding to the 23 initial structures
mentioned above. After the initial minimization, the MD
simulation was performed with a timestep of 2 fs up to 1
ns. Each MD trajectory was saved at every 2 ps. The MD
average energy of the last 6-ps run of all the structures is
plotted in Figure 1 for the initial 200-ps and final 1-ns
simulations. All structures lie within a narrow range of
energy (690 � 15 kcal/mol), and small improvement is
observed going from 200 ps to 1 ns. There is essentially no
correlation between the potential energies after 200 ps and
1 ns (Fig. 1).

RESULTS

We have performed 1-ns MD simulations in combination
with NMR three-dimensional structures to gain insight
into the conformational space that can be sampled by
compstatin and the possibility of conformational intercon-
version. We used 23 initial structures, corresponding to
the ensemble of the 21 lowest energy NMR structures
(ES1-21), the averaged minimized structure (AMS), and
the global optimization structure (GOS). The respective
MD structures were MD1-21, MDAMS, and MDGOS.

We have examined structural snapshots along the 23
MD trajectories to identify the conformational preference
of each compstatin residue. Figure 2 shows the Ramachan-
dran plots of the backbone (�, �) dihedral angles for
residues 2–12 of compstatin. The data points correspond to
snapshots of structures from the complete 1-ns trajectories
saved every 2 ps. Each panel contains 11,500 points
corresponding to 500 snapshots � 23 structures of the
ensemble. These panels depict the statistical occupancy of
the (�, �) space during the time of the simulation for each
residue. The percent occupancy during the simulations is
marked for four regions of the Ramachandran plot in
Figure 2. We consider the Ramachandran plot divided in

four regions using definitions from Wilmot and Thornton17

with bounds as follows: 1) �-region, for (� � 0°, � 	 60°,
� 
 �120°); 2) �R-region, for (� � 0°, �120° � � � 60°); 3)
�L/�-region, for (� 	 0°, � 
 110°, � 	 �70°); 4) -region,
for (� 	 0°, � � 110°, � � �70°). This classification allows
for variation in the dihedral angles in the �-, �R-, and
�L/�-regions and for generous variation in the -region.
Figure 3 shows a graphic representation of these regions
and corresponding �-turn types that are discussed below,
and Table I summarizes the ideal �-turn types.

Residues Cys2, Val3, and Val4 show a statistical prefer-
ence for the �-region and smaller preference for the
�R-region of the Ramachandran plot (Fig. 2). Residue Val3
shows a small population in the -region of the Ramachan-
dran plot, which is typically populated by residue 2 of an
-�R �-turn (Fig. 2).

The following four residues, Gln5, Asp6, Trp7, and Gly8,
correspond to the �R-�R �-turn of the parent structures.
Residue Gln5 populates all four quadrants of the Ram-
achandran plot with population rank in the order of �L 	
� 	 �R 	 , corresponding to a variety of structures (Fig.
2). The population rank of Asp6 is of the order of �R 	  	
� 	 �L (Fig. 2). The population rank of Trp7 is of the order
of �R 	 � (Fig. 2). Gly8 populates regions characteristic of
Gly residues.

The remaining four residues, His9, His10, Arg11, and
Cys12, immediately after the �-turn of the parent struc-
tures, show statistical preference for the �-region of the
Ramachandran plot, although with smaller populations
than the three residues immediately before the �-turn,
Cys2, Val3, and Val4 (Fig. 2). Specifically, His9 shows
preference for the �-region of the Ramachandran plot,
with population rank in the order of � 	 �L 	 �R. The
population rank for His10 is �R � �, for Arg11 is � � �R 	
, and for Cys12 is � 	 �R (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Potential energy of each model of the family of compstatin structures used in the MD simulations.
The energy values represent the average of the last 6 ps of the 200-ps MD simulation and the 1-ns MD
simulation.
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During the MD simulation we observed interconversion
of a number of conformations. We examined in detail 10
structures at 100-ps intervals up to 1 ns, for each of the 23
initial structures (a total of 230 structures). Although the
100-ps interval is arbitrary, it is sufficient to provide a
representative view of the conformational interconversion
during the simulations. The observed secondary struc-
tures can be classified in 10 conformational clusters: 1) 95
structures in coil/�R-�R (41.3% population), 2) 50 in �-hair-
pin/�R-�R (21.7%), 3) 26 in �-hairpin/-�R (11.3%), 4) 20 in
coil/-�R (8.7%), 5) 14 in �-helix (6.1%), 6) 11 in coil/�R-�
(4.8%), 7) 6 in coil/�-�R (2.6%), 8) 5 in 310-helix (2.2%), 9) 2
in �-hairpin/�-�R (0.9%), and 10) 1 in �-hairpin/310-helix
(0.4%). Table II summarizes the observed conformations
after the initial minimization and during the MD simula-
tion for each of the 23 initial structures. For simplicity of
presentation, we have included in Table II the conforma-
tions every 200 ps, although our analysis, above, was
performed every 100 ps.

The final structures at the end of the MD simulation
clustered into five families of secondary structure pre-
sented in Figure 4. The final families of structures are as
follows: 1) 10 structures in coiled conformations with the

presence of an �R-�R �-turn [Fig. 4(A)], as was the case of
the 23 initial structures used in the MD simulation (note
that the �R-�R region includes type I and type III �-turns;
Fig. 2; Table I); 2) 4 structures in �-hairpin conformation
with the presence of an �R-�R �-turn [Fig. 4(B)]; 3) 5
structures in �-hairpin conformations with the presence of
an -�R �-turn [Fig. 4(C)]; 4) 2 structures in �-hairpin
conformation with the presence of an �R-� �-turn [Fig.
4(D)]; and 6) 2 structures in �-helical conformation [Fig.
4(E)].

Secondary structure classification to coil, �-sheet, or
�-helix was made by using the algorithm by Kabsch and
Sander18 implemented within the program MOLMOL.19

Further classification of �-turns was made according to the
criteria of Wilmot and Thornton,17,20 summarized in Table
I. Here we follow the Ramachandran nomenclature and
classification established by Thornton and cowork-
ers,17,20–22 which represents the �-turn types according to
the conformational space of the backbone dihedral angles
(�,�) of residues 2 and 3 of the turns (Table I and Fig. 3).
This classification is more general and accounts for the
inclusion into the same category of �-turns of types I and
III, the distinction of which has been the subject of concern

Fig. 2. Ramachandran plots showing the backbone (�,�) conformational space of residues Cys2 to Cys12
of our family of compstatin structures during the 1-ns MD simulations. Individual panels correspond to each
residue in the segment 2–12 and show the statistical (�,�) distribution of 2-ps snapshot structures for all 23
models. Percent occupancies of each residue for the �-, �R-, �L/�-, and -regions of the Ramachandran plot
(defined in text) are labeled in each panel.
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in the past.17,20,23–27 An excellent recent review on tight
turns in general, including two- to six-residue turns, can
be found in Ref. 28.

Specifically, the 10 initial structures ES1,2,3,5,7,8,
12,14,19,20 converged to coiled conformations with �R-�R

�-turns, spanning the segment 5–8 at the end of the MD
simulation (Table II). We call this family of structures
collectively coil/�R-�R (Table III).

Initial structures ES4,13,17,18 converged to �-hairpin
conformations with �R-�R �-turns spanning the segment
5–8 (Table II). We call this family of structures collectively
�-hairpin/�R-�R (Table III). Initial structures ES9,10,11,16,21
also converged to �-hairpin conformations, but with -�R

�-turns, spanning the segment 5-8 (Table II). We call this
family of structures collectively �-hairpin/-�R (Table III).
Initial structures ES6,15 converged to a �-hairpin conforma-
tion with �R-� �-turn, spanning the segment 5–8 (Table II).
We call this single structure family �-hairpin/�R-� (Table
III). Alternatively, these structures could be classified as
possessing a �-� �-turn in the segment 6–9 (shifted by one
residue). However, we rejected this classification because it
leaves Asp6 in the -region, which is disallowed except for a
second residue of an -�R �-turn.

Finally, initial structures AMS and GOS converged to
�-helical conformations, spanning the segments 5–9
(MDAMS) and 8–12 (MDGOS), respectively (Tables II and

III). This is not unusual because the turns of �-helices or
310-helices are located in the �R-�R region in the Ramachan-
dran plot (Table I). It is not clear to us if the rapid
conversion to �-helix for the averaged minimized and
global optimization structures is fortuitous (Table II). The
use of averaged minimized NMR structures is typical in
most theoretical studies appearing in literature. This is
because it is assumed that averaged minimized NMR
structures are good representations of NMR conforma-
tional ensembles. However, our MD studies of compstatin
indicate that the use of the complete NMR ensemble of
structures provides a more complete representation of the
conformational space, which has a strong and diverse
impact on the theoretical results.

Figure 5 shows the three �-turn types that are present
in the nonhelical MD structures (Table III) to provide a
visual assessment of the turn qualities. The region shown
is for residues Gln5-Asp6-Trp7-Gly8. Fourteen structures
contain an �R-�R �-turn [Fig. 5(A)], 5 structures contain an
-�R �-turn [Fig. 5(B)], and 2 structures contain an �R-�
�-turn [Fig. 5(C)].

Figure 6 shows plots of the mean RMSD between the final
MD and the initial NMR structures for the backbone heavy
atoms. The plots correspond to the five families of MD
structures. Examination of the middle residues of the �-turn,
Asp6 and Trp7, indicates that average backbone motions of

Figure 2 (Continued.)
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0.2–0.4 Å can result in �-turn switch. For example, a �0.2 Å
motion for the backbone of Asp6 results to switch between
�R-�R to -�R �-turn; and a �0.4 Å motion for the backbone of

Trp7 results to switch between �R-�R and �R-�. Average
backbone motions of as little as 0.1 Å are sufficient for
coil-hairpin switch. This gives us an indication of the ampli-
tudes of the motions that are involved in the backbone
conformational interconversion of compstatin.

We have calculated the average total energies of each
MD family of structures at 1 ns. Figure 7 shows a plot of
the free energy minima for the five families of MD struc-
tures. Because these total energies include solvation terms
implicitly, the difference between two energy minima can
be approximated as the free energy barrier, assuming that
the entropy terms do not vary significantly. Figure 7 shows
that the energy barriers lie within 2–11 kcal/mol. In
essence, this plot indicates that free energy barrier for
coil-hairpin conversion is of the order of 2–5 kcal/mol, for
coil-helix conversion is of the order of 6 kcal/mol, and for
hairpin-helix conversion is of the order of 3–11 kcal/mol.
Compensatory effects for loss or gain of side-chain or turn
backbone hydrogen bonds may also be present.

DISCUSSION

The structure of a major conformer of compstatin was
previously determined by using NMR-derived restraints

Figure 2. (Continued.)

TABLE I. Dihedral Angles of Ideal �-Turnsa

Turn type
Dihedral anglesa,b

�2 �2 �3 �3

�R-�R
c I �60 �30 �90 0

III �60 �30 �60 �30
�L-� I� 60 30 90 0
�L-�L III� 60 30 60 30
�-� II �60 120 80 0
ε-�R II� 60 �120 �80 0
�R-� VIII �60 �30 �120 120
aDihedral angle values are from Lewis et al.24 and are allowed to vary
by �30°, with one angle allowed to deviate by as much as �45°.
Additional criteria for �-turn formation are as follows: the distance
between �-carbon atoms 1 and 4 of �-turn C1

�-C4
� 
 7.0 Å, and the

central turn residues are not helical.
bSubscripts 2 and 3 refer to residues 2 and 3 of the �-turn.
cNomenclature introduced by Thornton and coworkers using allowed
regions of the Ramachandran plot, where the first component denotes
the conformational space of residue 2 and the second component
denotes the conformational space of residue 3 of the �-turn.17,20–22
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and a hybrid distance geometry-simulating annealing
protocol.10 The major conformer of compstatin possessed
an �R-�R �-turn, spanning residues Gln5-Asp6-Trp7-Gly8.
It was estimated by using 3JHN-H�-coupling constant anal-
ysis, that the major conformer of compstatin had a popula-
tion of 42–63%.10 It was also shown with use of chemical
shift analysis that compstatin was in a flexible conforma-
tional environment.10 Finally, two side-chains, Trp7 and
Gln5, were observed in alternative low-population confor-
mations, with an estimate of 4% for the low populations of
Trp7.10 The structure of compstatin was also determined
by using a novel global optimization methodology and a
subset of the NMR restraints.11 The hybrid distance
geometry-simulating annealing structure and the global
optimization structure were in excellent agreement for the
�-turn region (residues 5–8) and in fair agreement for the
best defined region (residues 3–9). The best-defined region
comprises the residues that show long-range Nuclear
Overhauser Effect (NOE)s involving side-chains.

Small peptides are very flexible in solution and assume
multiple interconverting conformations.29,30 Then, NMR
observables, such as chemical shifts, cross-peak volumes
and line widths, coupling constants, and NOEs, are aver-
aged over several conformations. In certain instances, one
conformer may be sufficiently populated to dominate the
measurable NMR observables and a complete three-
dimensional structure determination is possible. This is
the case for both linear and cyclic peptides, although cyclic
peptides are conformationally more restrained than linear
peptides and more likely to be amenable to structure
determination by NMR. Several NMR studies have shown
the presence of alternative conformations in peptides,

including isolated �-turns,31,32 nascent helices,33 �-heli-
ces,34–36 mixtures of 310-�-helices,37 �-hairpins,38–40 three-
stranded �-sheets,41,42 and covalently linked peptides

Fig. 3. Conformational space of ideal �-turns in Ramachandran
plot17,20–27 using the traditional nomenclature (marked in figure) and the one
defined by Thornton and coworkers17,20–22 used here (see also Table I for
nomenclature correspondance). Solid circles correspond to (�2,�2) and solid
triangles correspond to (�3,�3), where subscripts denote residues 2 and 3 of
the �-turn. The (�,�) space has been divided into four regions separated by
dotted lines, �, �R, �L/�, and  (marked in figure), as defined in text.

TABLE II. Conformational Interconversion During the 1-ns MD Simulation

Modela
Minimization

t � 0 ps t � 200 ps t � 400 ps t � 600 ps t � 800 ps t � 1000 ps

ES1 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES2 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES3 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES4 Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R
ES5 Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES6 Coil/�R-�R 310-helix �-hairpin/�R-�R 310-helix �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R
ES7 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES8 Coil/�R-�R Coil/ε-�R Coil/ε-�R Coil/ε-�R Coil/ε-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES9 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R
ES10 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R
ES11 310-helix �-hairpin/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R Coil/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R
ES12 Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES13 Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R
ES14 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES15 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-� Coil/�R-� Coil/�R-� Coil/�R-� Coil/�R-�
ES16 Coil/�R-�R Coil/ε-�R Coil/ε-�R Coil/ε-�R Coil/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R
ES17 Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R
ES18 310-helix Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R �-hairpin/�R-�R
ES19 Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES20 310-helix Coil/ε-�R Coil/�R-�R Coil/�R-� �-hairpin/�R-�R Coil/�R-�R
ES21 Coil/�R-�R Coil/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R �-hairpin/310-helix �-hairpin/ε-�R �-hairpin/ε-�R
AMS Coil/�R-�R �-helix �-helix �-helix �-helix �-helix
GOS Coil/�R-�R �-helix �-helix Coil/�-�R Coil/�-�R �-helix
aES1-21 are the initial NMR structures, AMS is the averaged minimized structure, and GOS is the global optimization structure.
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with �-sheets and double �-turns.43 This has also been the
case in compstatin, which is a conformtionally restrained
13-residue peptide with an 11-residue ring, cyclized with a
disulfide bridge between residues Cys2 and Cys12. The
original structure determination studies,10 as their au-
thors pointed out, showed evidence of multiple conforma-
tions with an observable population of an �R-�R �-turn.

To further investigate the conformational freedom of
compstatin and to detect possible alternative low-popula-
tion conformations, we have performed MD simulations of
the ensemble of 21 low-energy structures, the average
minimized structure, and the global optimization struc-
ture. These calculations include implicit interactions with
continuum solvent representation and a complete target
energy function with covalent geometry, 6–12 Lennard-
Jones van der Waals interactions, Coulombic interactions,
and hydrogen-bonding interactions, but they do not in-
clude experimental NMR restraints. Our choice to use 23
initial structures in our MD simulations, as opposed to a
single crystallographic or average minimized NMR struc-
ture, are rationalized below.

It should be noted that NMR structures are typically
presented as ensembles of low-energy structures that
converge to the same (high population) conformer with low
RMSD and without violating certain experimental criteria
for NMR-derived or deduced restraints. The RMSD is a
measure of the precision of the structures and an indica-
tion of the variation of the local conformational space that
is allowed without violating the experimental restraint
criteria. Typically, NMR ensembles show low RMSD for
regular well-formed secondary structure such as �-helices
and �-pleated sheets, higher RMSD for turns, and even
higher RMSD for loops. In this sense, the RMSD can also
be a measure of the flexibility of the local secondary
structure. Sometimes high RMSD is caused by deficits in
NMR observables such as NOEs (distance restraints),
J-coupling restraints, or torsion angle restraints. Such
deficits may even be attributed to conformation flexibility,
as evidenced in the averaged NMR observables, in cases
where no other ambiguitites in the NMR assignments are
caused by low spectral resolution and/or sensitivity, chemi-
cal shift degeneracy, or cross-peak overlap.

It was not clear to us, in small peptides such as
compstatin, with a minimal single element secondary

structure (a �-turn) and an unstructured region, what part
of the structure will dominate the MD simulations and will
persist to the end point of the dynamics. In addition, is it
possible that the conformation of the unstructured or
flexible high RMSD region of individual ensemble struc-
tures will be responsible for introducing alternative confor-
mations, depending on the initial individual structure of
the NMR ensemble?

Indeed, this was the case in compstatin. Our results
show the presence of five families of structures at 1 ns
(Table III), which provide a measure of the populations of
interconverting conformers in compstatin. The family of
structures with the largest population (43.5%) conforms to
a coil conformation with the presence of an �R-�R �-turn
(Table III). This conformation is consistent with the major
conformer of compstatin derived by the NMR data.10 The
second largest population (21.7%) conforms to �-hairpin
conformation with the presence of an -�R �-turn (Table
III). This population is more structured than the highest
population because, besides the �-turn, the two sides of
compstatin are in close proximity, which allows the forma-
tion of interstrand hydrogen bonds. The third population
(17.4%) also conforms to a �-hairpin, and with a turn in the
�R-�R region, as in the highest population (Table III). The
fourth population (8.7%) also conforms to a �-hairpin, but
with a turn in the �R-� region (Table III). Coil-hairpin
interconversion in compstatin is not surprising given the
cyclic nature of the peptide and the presence of well-
defined �-turn. The fifth population (8.7%) is composed of
two structures with radically different conformation of
�-helix (Table III). These are structures MDAMS and
MDGOS that have resulted from the initial average mini-
mized and global optimization structures, respectively.
This is not surprising because �R-�R �-turns can also be
half turns of 310- or �-helices. The �-helix has different
starting and ending points and length in the two struc-
tures (Table II).

It is possible that the NMR-derived structural ensemble
is undersampled compared to the calculated MD struc-
tural ensembles. This may be owed to differences in the
target energy functions used in the NMR structure deter-
mination protocol and the MD simulation. In particular,
we point out the absence of electrostatic interaction and
solvation energy terms in the NMR protocol. However, it

Fig. 4. The five families of compstatin structures derived by MD simulations. A: Coil with �R-�R �-turn. B:
�-Hairpin with �R-�R �-turn. C: �-Hairpin with -�R �-turn. D: �-Hairpin with �R-� �-turn. E: �-Helix. The
disulfide bridge is drawn in yellow and the C�-C�-S� bonds are drawn in green. The �-turn is located opposite to
the disulfide bridge in (A–D). The classification for each individual structure is given in Table II and collectively
for each family is given in Table III.
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should be noted that there is an agreement between the
estimated population of the NMR conformer (42–63% of
coil with �R-�R �-turn10) and the MD conformer with the
largest population (43.5% for coil with �R-�R �-turn).

Our results provide a measure of the populations of
interconverting conformers in compstatin (Figs. 4 and 5).
These results also show that even small amplitude back-
bone motions in the range of 0.1–0.4 Å can result to
conformational switch in compstatin (Fig. 6). At longer
dynamics (	1 ns), the conformer populations may be
altered or more conformers may appear. Here we have
demonstrated the flexibility of compstatin and how this
flexibility can affect conformational interconversion.

Our results also indicate that the free energy difference
between coil and �-hairpin is of the order of 2–5 kcal/mol,
between coil and �-helix is of the order of 6 kcal/mol, and
between �-hairpin and �-helix is of the order of 3–11
kcal/mol. This finding shows the low free energy barriers
involved in conformational interconversion of compstatin.
These values correspond to one to six hydrogen bonds,44

which are responsible for the formation or deformation of
secondary structure. When switching from a coil conforma-
tion to �-hairpin involving two to three residues per
strand, as is compstatin, two to three interstrand hydro-
gen bonds are formed, depending on the structure model.
Compensatory effects may be present because of concur-
rent switch between �-turn types or change in side-chain
hydrogen bond status. Similar arguments hold when
switching between coil and �-helix or between �-hairpin
and �-helix. Although for small and flexible peptides like
compstatin the generalized Born method for solvent repre-

sentation is typically adequate, an additional MD study
using explicit water molecules will be of interest to eluci-
date the direct effect of water on the stability of individual
hydrogen bonds that may affect structure formation.

Overall, during the 1-ns trajectories the residues outside
the �-turn segment and inside the cyclic ring can be
grouped into residues showing statistical preference for
the �-region and residues showing split statistical prefer-
ence for the �- and �R-regions of the Ramachandran plot.
The former group includes residues Cys2, Val3, Val4,
His9, Cys12 (62–92% populations in Fig. 2), and the latter
group includes residues His10, Arg11 (47–52% popula-
tions in Fig. 2). It is worth noting that from the former
group residues, Cys2, Val3, Val4, and Cys12 are part of the
hydrophobic cluster of compstatin.12 From these residues,
Cys2 and Cys12 (disulfide bonded) and Val3 are essential
to maintain the inhibitory activity of compstatin, whereas
Val4 is amenable to further optimization1,2,10,12 (Klepeis
JL, Floudas CA, Morikis D, Tsokos CG, Argyropoulos,E.
Spruce L, Lambris JD, Integrated computational and
experimental approach for lead optimization and design of
compstatin variants with improved activity. Journal of the
American Chemical Society 2003: In Press). The remain-
ing residues, His9, His10, Arg11, are part of the polar
segment of compstatin, and all of them are amenable to
optimization10,12 (Klepeis JL, Floudas CA, Morikis D,
Tsokos CG, Argyropoulos E, Spruce L, Lambris JD, Inte-
grated computational and experimental approach for
lead optimization and design of compstatin variants with
improved activity. Journal of the American Chemical
Society 2003: In Press; Soulika AM, Morikis D, Sarrias

TABLE III. Classification of �-Turns in Segment 5–8 of the MD Structures

Family
No. of models
(population)

�-turn dihedral anglesa

C�(Gln5)-C�(Gly8)
distanceb

Asp6 Trp7

�2 �2 �3 �3

Coil/�R-�R 10 (43.5%) �69.7 � 11.6 �37.9 � 20.7 �68.7 � 22.0 �24.6 � 23.2 5.5 � 0.5
�-hairpin/�R-�R 4 (17.4%) �71.1 � 24.8 �33.7 � 15.2 �88.7 � 18.2 �37.2 � 9.8 5.5 � 0.7
�-hairpin/ε-�R 5 (21.7%) 62.5 � 7.4 �76.9 � 19.8 �59.5 � 6.5 �39.7 � 11.9 5.8 � 0.7
�-hairpin/�R-� 2 (8.7%) �57.2 � 4.2 �47.6 � 2.7 �74.0 � 15.0 95.6 � 0.7 6.5 � 0.1
�-helix 2 (8.7%) — — — — —
aDihedral angles for the middle residues of ideal �-turns are shown in Table I. Dihedral angles (�2, �2) correspond to residue Asp6 and (�3, �3)
correspond to residue Trp7.
bThis additional criterion for �-turn formation is that the distance of the end residue C1

�-C4
� 
 7.0 Å and the central turn residues are not helical,

where C1
� corresponds to Gln5 and C4

� corresponds to Gly8. In all individual structures, this criterion was satisfied.

Fig. 5. The �-turn region of the families of MD structures. A: Fourteen structures that converged to an
�R-�R �-turn (coil and �-hairpin). B: Five structures that converged to an -�R �-turn. C: Two structures that
converged to a �R-� �-turn. The color code is blue for nitrogen, black for carbon, red for oxygen, and gray for
hydrogen.
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M-R, Roy M, Spruce LA, Sahu A, Lambris JD. Studies of
structure-activity relations of complement inhibitor comp-
statin. Journal of Immunology 2003: In Press). Indeed,
SAR-based rational design and rational design-based ex-

perimental and computational combinatorial design stud-
ies have identified analogs with replacements of Val4 and
His9 that are more active than compstatin. These are
analogs Ac-H9A, Ac-I1L/H9W/T13G, and Ac-V4Y/H9A12

Fig. 6. Plots of mean RMSD between the final MD structures (MD1-21, MDAMS, MDGOS) and initial NMR
structures (ES1-21, ESAMS, ESGOS) using backbone heavy atoms for Coil/�R-�R family (circles), �-hairpin/
�R-�R family (squares), �-hairpin/-�R family (triangles), �-hairpin/�R-� family (diamonds), and �-helix family
(crosses).

Fig. 7. Plot of the mean free energy minima against the five final MD families of structures. The error bars
correspond to standard deviations. This plot indicates the energy barriers for conformational interconversion.
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(Soulika AM, Morikis D, Sarrias M-R, Roy M, Spruce LA,
Sahu A, Lambris JD. Studies of structure-activity rela-
tions of complement inhibitor compstatin. Journal of Immu-
nology 2003: In Press; Klepeis JL, Floudas CA, Morikis D,
Tsokos CG, Argyropoulos E, Spruce L, Lambris JD, Inte-
grated computational and experimental approach for
lead optimization and design of compstatin variants with
improved activity. Journal of the American Chemical
Society 2003: In Press). NMR studies for the Ac-H9A and
Ac-I1L/H9W/T13G analogs are available and have shown
that the �-turn remains intact12 (Soulika AM, Morikis D,
Sarrias M-R, Roy M, Spruce LA, Sahu A, Lambris JD.
Studies of structure-activity relations of complement inhib-
itor compstatin. Journal of Immunology 2003: In Press). It
is possible that changes in backbone conformations of
residues Val4 and His9 that alter their statistical prefer-
ence in the (�,�) space may be important for modulating
the binding ability and inhibitory activity of compstatin.

To date, the most successful optimization of compstatin
has been achieved by using a novel computational combina-
torial methodology45,46 that was based on the structural
template of compstatin from the NMR data and backbone
database-derived potentials (Klepeis JL, Floudas CA,
Morikis D, Tsokos CG, Argyropoulos E, Spruce L, Lambris
JD, Integrated computational and experimental approach
for lead optimization and design of compstatin variants
with improved activity. Journal of the American Chemical
Society 2003: In Press). This methodology resulted in an
18-fold more active analog than parent peptide compstatin
or 7-fold more active analog than acetylated compstatin
(Ac-compstatin). Given the conformational interconver-
sion that has been shown by our MD simulations, we are
planning to use the additional MD structural templates
that correspond to lower populations of alternative but
related conformations to pursue further computational
combinatorial optimization. The new analog designs will
be then tested for activity to establish dynamics-activity
relations (DAR).

CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have demonstrated the presence of five
interconverting conformers in compstatin using the origi-
nal NMR structures and MD simulations. At 1 ns, each of
these conformers has populations between �9 and 44%.
From the initial 21 individual structures of the ensemble,
10 converged to similar conformations after the 1-ns MD
simulations (coiled/�R-�R) and 14 converged an �R-�R

�-turn. The structures of the five conformers can be used
as structural templates for further optimization in the
design of compstatin, which can result in higher inhibitory
activity. We believe that it is necessary to incorporate the
presence of more than one conformer into our thinking,
within our rational or combinatorial optimization, for
compstatin and for peptide-drug design in general. NMR
data of ensembles of structures may be more suitable for
MD simulations of peptides, rather than single crystallo-
graphic structures.
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